Men in Courses I and XI Have Several Trips and Talks Planned

A partial canvas of the present senior class in courses I and XI shows that several of these students spent their last summer's vacation in engineering work of one kind or another, gaining experience in engineering, though necessarily brief, in some particular branch of civil engineering. Last June the members of the class were divided by the country, and nearly every state had one or more of them within its borders. The letters which President Handman of the C. E. Society received, discussing the proposal, were sent out the statement.

All the members of the C. E. Society are interested in knowing what the other fellow did in vacation, and want to compare with their own experience. The positions of some at this time known men are published today, and more will be given out at the next issues of the Course I and XI News.

C. H. S. Merrill and L. M. Sandt were with the Boston & Maine Railroad.

News of the Society.

Those who failed to attend last week's meeting may have missed some valuable points on the beginning of the building and usefulness of the laboratories. Mr. Wardell, who gave the talk to the meeting, took a typical complete and explained in detail the operations. Each piece played in the complete assembly, and the care necessary in construction could be seen. The field in the field could be most helpful. The construction of his instrument, by saving the time lost in sending it away for repairs. The collection of counters and levels which Mr. Wardell brought with him was inspected by the members of the audience.

At the next meeting, which will be held today, Mr. Churchill, M. I. T., 1889, will speak on "The Progress Toward Making Undergraduates Actively Participating in Engineering." The names of the new students who will be elected for membership in the society for next year were voted on by the members of the audience.